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General Users

Q1: Enhanced navigation allowing learners to Return to Search Results when accessing a learning module from the catalog.

A1: Previously learners were returned to the main catalog search page when attempting to locate a learning module. Now the learner has the option to Return to Search Results to return to the last page accessed in the catalog.

- Access the catalog by using the Learning Catalog search option from the top of any page.

- Locate and click on the learning module to be accessed using the Category folders or other available filtering options from the left of the page.

- To return to the previous page, click on the Return to Search Results link.
• Note:
  o The link will only appear when navigating from the results of a global catalog search. It does not appear from using the Browse option.
  o If the learner navigates away from the module page and then returns to it, the link will no longer appear.

Q2: **Enhanced class details from the course page when accessed from the ME page or catalog.**

A2: The course page previously showed limited class details. Now it will display the class description as well as the duration of the class. The attachments will be hidden initially, but may be accessed by clicking on the Attachments link. Class activities will display below the informational grid and show within the page, when previously they appeared in a viewer.

![Class Details](image)

**Assessments**

Q3: **Enhanced assessments allowing learners to view the section headers for test questions.**

A3: Assessments now allow the learner to view the section headers related to the topic being covered for each test question. Previously the headers identifying the covered topics did not appear. The feature will only be available on assessments where the property has been selected and will not apply when using randomization of test questions.
Q4: Enhanced assessments allowing multiple test questions to display on one page.

A4: Previously tests only displayed one question per page. The new feature allows multiple test questions to appear on a single page reducing the number of clicks required to complete a test. This feature is controlled within the assessment and allows the display of up to 25 questions per page.

Q5: Enhanced assessments allowing Review Mode for feedback to be provided without showing the correct answers to test questions.

A5: Previously tests didn’t provide any feedback options to provide additional information to learners when taking the test. The feature now allows learner admins to provide guidance to learners within the test without displaying the correct answer. The feedback will appear beneath the question, along with their question status, when an incorrect answer is selected.

Q6: Learners will no longer lose all test question responses when an unexpected disconnect occurs.

A6: Previously all testing progress was lost when an unexpected disconnect occurred such as a lost network connection or the browser automatically shutting down. The test responses will now be saved in the event of a browser or server disconnect. Only the response for the last question the learner was responding to at the time will be lost. The learner will be able to access the assessment again to complete it successfully without experiencing a loss of work and the following message will appear.

‘Your previous attempt of this test had ended abruptly. However, all previously submitted responses and comments were saved. The test will resume form the last answered question of your previous attempt.’

Q7: Enhanced assessments allowing adaptive survey branching.

A7: Previously tests did not provide the ability to determine required questions based on a previous answer. The new feature allows questions to be adaptive, allowing subsequent questions to be determined by previous ones. This allows for targeted questions within an assessment that are based on a previous response. This feature is established within each assessment by the learner admin through the selection of the ‘Enable Branching’ indicator.

Q8: Additional basic assessment enhancements are now available.

A8: Support of sequential and randomized test questions and test question choices is now available in the assessment tool. The new features allow greater flexibility in designing tests and includes options for the following:

- Select randomized or sequential question options.
- Select to scramble questions.
- Block specific questions from being scrambled at the question level.
Reporting

Q9: Additional option for scheduling reports on a monthly basis.

A9: Previously, report users had the option of setting a monthly date to receive a scheduled report. This change allows for the selection of Last Day of Month which prevents users from having to select a firm date for the report to generate and send.

- When setting up a new schedule for a report, access the Admin-Analytics page and locate the report to be scheduled. Using the Actions drop down menu to the far right of the report name select Schedule.

- In the Schedule viewer select Monthly for the Frequency. The check box for Last Day of Month will appear. Select this option to receive the report at the end of each month.
Learning Administration

Q10: Enhanced versioning to allow ‘Enforce Module Sequencing’ on existing certifications.

A10: Certifications now allow learner admins to modify the ‘Enforce Module Sequencing’ option after creation. Previously this function could only be selected when creating a certification. To utilize this option, a new version must be created. Upon accessing the certification from the learning catalog, select New Version from the bottom of the page and follow the steps to create the new version. The new version of the certification will appear allowing the selection of this field as shown below.

Q11: Enhanced filtering on the Roster from the Instructors desk.

A11: Additional filters have been included on the Instructor’s desk when viewing existing registrations and adding new registrations. The view now allows for filtering by:

- Email
- Empl ID

To view the new filter options for existing registrations click on Show Filters.

To view the new filter options for new registrations, select the Add Learner icon and then click on Show Filters as shown on the next page.
Q12: Pagination of the roster now enabled within the Instructors Desk.

A12: Previously all learners appeared in a single page when viewing the roster from the Instructors desk. This prevented all results from displaying at times and forced usage of the filters. Now the page displays 50 results per page and provides page links at the bottom left of the view.